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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of my talk is to introduce the new version of our Geologic Map service which we released in July, 2020. I’ll give an overview of why and how we have developed it over the past 15 years, describe the technology used for this version, and then take a brief look at features of the new application. If you’ve used the older versions, then this will hopefully provide some new insight into the data behind it and about these new changes. We tried to keep many of the same features and tools as the previous version, but the design is quite different. If you’ve never used this application – then this will provide a good introduction to this service and what it provides.



The Kentucky Geological Survey

State supported research center and 
public resource at the University of 
Kentucky

Primary source of geologic 
information about and for Kentucky

Conduct earth science research

Provide unbiased information about 
geologic resources, environmental 
issues, and natural hazards 
affecting Kentucky

Cumberland Falls, Kentucky. Photo by Doug Curl
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Presentation Notes
KGS traces roots to 1838 and part of UK since 1948



KGS Data:
Database Records:
Over 16 million KGS records

• Publications
• Oil and Gas (wells from KY DOG)

• KY repository for oil and gas documents
• Coal
• Groundwater (KY Groundwater Data Repository)
• Minerals
• Geotechnical
• Geologic mapping / research project data

GIS Data:
• Digitally Vectorized Geologic Quadrangles (from original 707 geologic quads)
• Surficial geologic map data
• Locations of database records (mostly points)
• Statewide LiDAR point cloud (KY From Above – KY DGI)

Document Scanning and Archiving:
• Oil and gas documents: 770,000+ scanned (page-sized and elogs)
• Publications: 7000+ scanned documents
• Water well and spring documents: ~800,000 documents (from KY DOW)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back up a bit and look at an overview of KGS data –not only Geologic maps but many other datasets including the KY GW Repository, oil and gas data, coal data, and others. GIS data – crown jewel is the DVGQ dataset. KGS also has a large collection of scanned documents – both scanned at KGS and by other agencies (DOW) and provided by KGS



Providing information, databases, and map data to the public over the Internet…

Via KGS website: static and dynamic web pages and services

Since 1996: KGS website – one of most popular at UK

Since 2001: started dynamic web services

• Web access to KGS database records and GIS data

• Web access to scanned documents

• All web data and map services provided at no cost to users

Late 2004: Debut Geologic Map Information Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So one of our goals starting back in 1996 and really picked up in 2001 with better technology was providing our data online in an easy-to-use manner and without cost to users. Started developing web access to the KGS databases and GIS data in 2001 – also provided access to the scanned documents like the OG wells.  In 2004 we debuted our geologic map service – which is really the focus of this talk. And below is just a listing of all the online services we now provide. 



KGS Geologic Map Service
1996-2006: Started With Robust Geologic Data

Statewide Digitally 
Vectorized Geologic 
Quadrangles (DVGQ)

OCR Stratigraphic 
Descriptions into 
KGS Database

KGS DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The story of the map service really starts in about 1960 with a joint geologic mapping program with the USGS to produce detailed, 1:24000 geologic maps for the entire state.  This was successfully completed in 1978 and produced 707 individual geologic maps. In 1996, KGS started a program, mostly funded again with USGS funds to convert those 707 paper maps into GIS datasets. The maps were scanned, registered and rectified and then the features digitized from the maps using ArcInfo and AML’s – polygons of geologic units, geologic contacts, faults, and other features. At the same time, we also scanned in the stratigraphic descriptions and used OCR to import these into the KGS relational database – preserving the stratigraphic position and information in the database.



KGS Geologic Map Service
1996-2006: Started With Robust Geologic Data

Seamless statewide 
geologic map GIS 

dataset – compiled 
from DVGQ’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once all the quads were digited around 2006, the data was compiled into a seamless detailed geologic map dataset for the state. Again- polygons of geologic units, faults, geologic contacts, structural contacts, etc.



KGS Geologic Map Service - Through The Years…

2004 – 2010: “ArcIMS” Version

A One-Stop for KGS GIS-data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2004, even before the digital mapping was complete, we started working on getting the data out to the public. We did sell CD’s containing the GIS data for the individual quads (which are still available – but as downloads through our List of Publications), but we also wanted to provide this data more immediately in an online map application – these types of applications were just really taking off, so we developed our first using the ArcIMS ActiveX Connector – it was a customized map application and worked well, but was a little slow on the refresh (anyone who dealt with ArcIMS should know what I’m talking about!). While it was designed originally to showcase the geologic map data, we also put a number of our other datasets in this to overlay. And so it also became a one-stop for KGS data, because many people didn’t and still don’t have a GIS and want to overlay different KGS (and non-KGS datasets). We tried to provide an application where users could do this in a user-friendly way- and it evolved some through the years, but the maps were slow loading.



2010 – 2020: “Slippy Map” Version w/ Separate Mobile App

A One-Stop for KGS GIS-data

2013: mobile version

KGS Geologic Map Service - Through The Years…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then in 2010, around when ArcIMS was no longer supported, we migrated our GIS data for serving over the Internet to ArcGIS Server and redeveloped the application using the ArcGIS Javascript API. It was a much faster “slippy” map application, that still provided all the detailed geologic map data, along with the other geologically related layers. In 2013 we developed a separate mobile version which also used the Javascript API, but was somewhat paired down in functionality.



Crude oil price source: US EIA website: https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_spt_s1_a.htm

Geologic Map Service (desktop and mobile) yearly pageviews since 2004 
Dominated by oil and gas users – usage may fluctuate with oil prices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By far the most users of our data across all of our services has been for oil and gas data. So here is a plot of the geologic map service hits - and because we have so many oil and gas users, I added crude oil prices in the green bars just for kicks and comparison, along with the mobile version. We have fairly consistent usage (Average 62000 pageviews/year – I think our baseline is about 42000 pageviews)– but fluctuations and I think this may be due to oil and gas prices. When prices are high, more exploration, and more hits on the map service for oil and gas research by industry – all reinforces that it’s advantageous to have different layers to turn on/off (though admittedly, those users may also be happy to use a dedicated map service for oil and gas wells – but, we do get feedback that they find the geology useful). We know from feedback and what we can glean from user data, we also get users from academia and education, and other industries including Geotech, other mineral exploration, and just curious-about-geology users. The mobile stats are sort of washed out on this plot, but usage of the mobile client has increased about 30% since it’s release.

https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_pri_spt_s1_a.htm


New Geologic Map Service
- Debuted March 2020
- Redirected July 2020

Why?
- Newer web technology
- Faster layers
- Detailed layers at all scales
- Streamlined design
- Easier to customize later 
- Mobile/tablet use (responsive)

Petroleum Map Layout
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This year we released a new version of the map service… For a lot of reasons: take advantage of new web tech, faster and more detailed layers at all scales, and streamline the design. Also make it easier to customize. And mobile usage in one application.



New Geologic Map Service
Technology:
- ESRI ArcGIS Server 10.61

- Cached services – geologic map layers (14)

- Bedrock and surficial geologic map layers

- 57 total non-basemap services in application

- Mostly from KGS but also…

- KYFromAbove (kyraster)

- KY Geography Network 
(kygisserver.ky.gov)

- ESRI ArcGIS Javascript API v. 4.13 w/ 
Calcite Maps layout

- ASP pages: used to make backend KGS 
database (SQL) queries: return data in 
JSON or HTML

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uses 10.61 ArcGIS Server – made a bunch of cached services with geologic map layersJavascript API – 4.13 – new version – nice Calcite Maps layout (geologic name is a nice coincidence!)And yeah – still use simple ASP pages to make backed SQL database queries and return data in JSON or HTML depending on the application need



New Geologic Map Service
Technology

Custom 1:24K bedrock geologic map 
legend
- Query KGS database for extent
- Return units: old to young
- With ages and name
- Double-click and query map
- Centroid highlight
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And now – so why did we redevelop? Go through reasons…



New Geologic Map Service
Technology

Custom layer list
- Grouped layers
- Cascade down – turn a lower layer on, 

turn group on
- Layer Information: ArcGIS Server 

REST endpoint or webpage
- Transparency control
- Legend embedded

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Custom layer lists – use groups and Javascript API custom functionalityProvide meaningful links for metadata



New Geologic Map Service
Technology:

Bookmark tool & “Quick Layouts”
- Save layer list configuration
- And extent (if desired)
- Recall in a URL
- Saves configuration ID in KGS database
- Backend: pipe-delimited list of layer IDs
- Javascript to toggle on/off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bookmark and quick layouts – saves config and ID in KGS database – can be used in a URL to recall



New Geologic Map Service
Technology

Custom location and ID tools
- Query KGS database for detailed 

description
- Links to supporting metadata
- ID coordinates
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And we developed a custom ID tool which identifies features just like any ID tool, but when a user ID’s a geologic unit, the tool uses the attributes of the unit and quadrangle to query our database for its stratigraphic description. These are the descriptions from the original geologic map that we scanned and OCR’d and imported into our relational database, providing rich content about the mapped geology beyond just the name and age, and really validates our decision to scan those descriptions during the digitizing program! We also have a separate web application which allows users to query these descriptions, and a next step is to roll that functionality into this map service. The ID tool also returns coordinates on every map click including KY coordinate systems, quadrangle and county.



Check it out: 
kgs.uky.edu/geomap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some screenshot looks at the map service. This is the first look when you open the map service. It displays the detailed 1:24K geologic map with faults at the statewide extent. Because we cached the geologic map service, the user finally gets to view the detailed geology at statewide scale which previously you could only view when zoomed in.The Menu on the left is where you access most functionality. And here displaying the layers list with the quick map layouts which utilize the bookmark function. Bookmark tool and Legend are available from this widget.



Check it out: 
kgs.uky.edu/geomap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoomed in with the detailed geology symbolized by dominant lithology. Layer list used cascading menus and here I also have turned on the oil and gas wells.ID a geologic unit as dominant lithology. Highlights the unit and…



Check it out: 
kgs.uky.edu/geomap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can display the detailed geologic description from the KGS database. This is siltstone and shale as symbolized from the Borden Formation.



Check it out: 
kgs.uky.edu/geomap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here displaying the detailed geologic units symbolized by unit name and faults in the Pine Mountain area of Kentucky. Displayed with the statewide LiDAR hillshade as the basemap. Really pops the features and geology of this valley and ridge area. And I double-clicked the Colluvium and it highlights where that unit is found in this view. 



Thank you!

kgs.uky.edu/geomap

Questions, comments, concerns, ideas:
Doug Curl

doug@uky.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a lot more data and features on this map service to explore, so please check it out and let me know if you have any questions, comments, concerns, or ideas!

https://kgs.uky.edu/kygeode/geomap
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